
Frame of SCISSORSⅢ 
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Construction of charge detector 
SPIDER 
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charge detector SPIDER 
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EM calorimeter BG 
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Assemble of BG 
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Installation of lead glasses (RafflesiaⅡ) 





FOREST 



novel target system 

Experimental apparatus 



Solid/Liquid  
Hydrogen Target 1m long feeding pipe cooled 

by a GM system               target cell 4.5K 

beam 

BG 

SCISSORSⅢ 
RafflesiaⅡ 



Solid/Liquid Hydrogen Target 
  feeding pipe (4N pure Al)  

 cooled by a GM cooling system  
  length:    1000 mm 

  target cell  
 cooled down to 4.7 K 
  target thickness:   40 mm 
  inner diameter:   61 mm 
  outer diameter:   65 mm 
  window (Aramid):  12.5 µm x 2 

  operation 
  pre-cooling:   3 hours 
  target making:   1 hour 
  target vaporizing:  1 hour 

table of spec. 

Easy switch 
of targets 



status of data collection 

Data obtained with FOREST 



Status of data collection 
(period of the project：June 2007ーMarch 2012) 

Hydrogen：2.3G events 

Deuterium：2.5G events completion for  
data taking 

100 times more η

hydrogen deuterium empty 
#of events #of events #of events 

period 



2γ invariant mass 

BG: 2 neutrals, S3: 0 or 1 particle, Raf: 0, Missing mass: nucleon 
Data obtained in a 3 week run with a H2 target 

FOREST data 

previously obtained data 

2M events π0/day 
40k events η/day 

Fast DAQ system 
efficiency of 76% 
trigger rate: 2kHz 
for the data size of  
2.6kB/event 

clear signals! 



Differential cross sections 

deuterium target 

Detailed analysis going on to elucidate N*(1670) 



Channels to be investigated  
other than the η channel 

Data obtained with FOREST 



01002003004005006007008000100200300400500600700800020040060080012001000Mγγ [MeV]Mγγ [MeV]Counts

(4 γ events) data: 
most probable 
combinations of 
2 pairs of 2γ’s 

shimizuhajime
スタンプ



Assignment of the χ partner of the nucleon  
in the baryon sector: naïve or mirror 
  mirror assignment 

  experiments to find out the favor assignment 

transformation 
of chiral partners 



naïve or mirror assignment  
in the baryon sector 

W = 1.7 GeV 
Eγ=1.07GeV 

prediction by D. Jido et al. 



events by detecting protons 







Summary up to now  
Previous observation 
  We observed a narrow baryon resonance N*(1670)  

 in the total cross section for the                          reaction. 
  N* shows up on the neutron, but not on the proton at all. 
  N* would be the first candidate for a pentaquark baryon  

 with hidden strangeness in the anti-decuplet. 
On going projects at ELPH (1st stage) 
  We aim to determine the spin and parity of N*(1670) with single η 

photoproduction data. 
  FOREST provides a large amount of data for  

                                          photoproduction. 
  We finished taking data with FOREST in the first stage. 
  We also look into the coupling of N* with the proton with high statistics.  
  Chiral symmetry in the baryon sector will be investigated through  

 the                          reaction at the threshold. 
  FOREST also provides information  

 on very low energy         and            interactions.  



On going project (2nd stage) 
  New detector construction 

 <requirements for the detector> 

 To be made of single material of detector devices 

  with good energy and position resolutions 

 To have no dead region 

 To have fine granularity  

  good for neutron detection as well 

  Experiments at Sendai and SPring-8 

 <at Sendai> 

                           at the threshold region 

 <at SPring-8> 

    η’ photoproduction in the nucleus 

with the new  
γ detector 



1020 BGO crystals 
in hand up to now 
as of Nov. 2, 2010 



Construction of BGOegg  
with real scale wooden models 



e+ 

5 × 5  
BGO Crystals 

Scintillating Fiber  
Hodoscopes 

64 

     e+ beam, 2010/07/05-11 
         energy 100～800 MeV 

    5 x 5 BGO Crystals 
         total : 42 kg 

    PMT  H11334  

    Reflector 
        3M ESR  65 µm  
         (multi-layer structure)      

Measurement of the energy 
resolution of BGOegg  

BGOegg 



Energy resolution of BGOegg 
65 

Constant term 
Statistical term 
Noise term 

Red line 

1.25% @ 1 GeV 
world best! 

overall energy resolution 
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Schematic view of the LEPS2 facility 
Backward Compton Scattering 

a) SPring-8 SR ring 

b) Laser hutch 

c) Experimental hutch 

8 GeV electron  
Recoil electron 
       (Tagging) 

Plan to move the BNL-E949 
detector to Spring-8  

5 
m

 

GeV γ-ray 
Inside 
building Outside 

building 

4π γ detector（Tohoku U.） 
Large decay spectrometer 
Forward spectrometer 
New DAQ system 

Laser or 
        re-injected  
                   X-ray 

High intensity：Multi laser 
　　　　　　            LRNB 
                          Round beam 
　 ~10 7 photons/s （LEPS ~10 6 ） 
High energy：Re-injection of 
　　　　　　X-ray from undulator 
　　　　　　　（Tohoku U., JASRI） 
  Eγ < 7.5GeV (LEPS < 3GeV) 

modify： 
JASRI Acc. group 



  Third-generation synchrotron radiation facility
  Circumference: 1436 m
  100 mA              (εx≈6×10-9 m·rad)
  62 beamlines

SPring-8  
(Super Photon ring-8 GeV) 




